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TECHNOLOGY IN THE
TALENT SUPPLY CHAIN
EXPLORING THE DISRUPTIVE IMPACT OF
TECHNOLOGY IN THE TALENT
SUPPLY CHAIN
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I N T R O DU C T I O N
Ongoing technological advancements continue to disrupt entire organizations—from
how they connect with customers, to how their internal processes are structured,
to how they attract, use, and retain talent. Considering the volume of information,
the high expectations, and the inevitable disruption associated with these new
technologies, it’s understandable that many leaders in HR, procurement, and other
talent acquisition roles are overwhelmed. Many are asking questions such as:
•
•
•
•

How will technology disrupt our industry?
What opportunities and threats will it create?
What type of talent do we need now, and how will that need change in the future?
How can I stay on top of this disruption, and what role should I play for my company?

To help answer these questions and navigate the rapidly evolving talent landscape,
KellyOCG® has invested considerable resources into researching the impact of
disruptive technologies on the talent supply chain. We are applying those learnings
to clients that are early adopters to unlock new forms of value. Furthermore, we’re
collaborating with innovative partners that are developing new technologies to solve
the next wave of business problems before they arrive.
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HOW DOES TECHNOLOGY IMPACT
YOUR TALENT SUPPLY CHAIN?
In its simplest form, technology affects your talent supply chain in three distinct ways: it
changes the types of talent you need, it opens new channels for engagement of talent, and
it changes the processes you utilize to build, buy, or borrow that talent.

Changes in the types of talent
New technologies—in particular, automation—create
opportunities to convert jobs into tasks, and ultimately
to eliminate a sector of occupations that primarily
consist of repetitive tasks. According to research by
McKinsey Global Institute, approximately 60 percent
of all occupations in the U.S. have a minimum of 30
percent of tasks that can be automated.1 Existing
occupations will change and require new skill sets.
Moreover, new technologies will also create entirely
new occupations. And since technologies are evolving
at a rapid pace, talent with the agility and potential
to upskill as needed will be critical to the long-term
success of every organization.

Changes in the channels available to
engage talent
A decade ago, there was significant hype in the
market around merging technology platforms used
for acquiring and engaging temporary workers (VMS
software) and full-time workers (ATS software). Today,
the Institute for the Future recognizes that there are
over 1,500 platforms operating within the global
economy. 2 The market is no longer about the B2B
network—it is about the full supply chain connecting
workers, their agents, and the companies that
consume their talents. Deal count to HR tech startups
reached an all-time high in 2016, with over 350 deals
worth approximately $1.96B of funding to HR
tech startups. 3

Changes in how you buy, build, or
borrow talent
Technology transforms how you engage with talent
in the marketplace. According to our research,
more than 80 percent of professionals connected
to the recruitment process believed assessments,
interview scheduling, sourcing, onboarding, and preemployment tests should be automated.4 Some of the
more advanced digital solutions currently appearing
on the market include bots that can manage talent
communities, run interview prep classes, respond
to candidates, and manage new hire engagement.
Other solutions include Artificial Intelligence (AI) that
facilitates candidate-job matchmaking or predicts the
likelihood of a job change.
Technology is also making it easier to “build” talent—
i.e. upskill your workers. Cloud-based platforms
provide customized learning experiences for individual
employees that can be accessed at the employees’
convenience. Similarly, gamification can offer an
engaging way for workers to assimilate information
and practice new skills. Virtual reality is also
increasingly being used in mission-critical trainings to
reduce risk to workers, consumers, communities, and
organizations.
The impact of technology within your talent
supply chain is considerable. That’s why it’s critical
for organizations to know how to leverage the
opportunities and mitigate the risks.

1 M cKinsey Global Institute: A Future That Works: Automation, Employment,
and Productivity
2 Institute for the Future: Work, Interrupted: The New Labor Economics of Platforms
3 https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/hr-tech-top-investors/
4 Digital Recruiting: Disruption by design, and not by default™
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WHAT IS THE ROLE OF KELLYOCG?
Experts predict that between 2016 and 2021, revenue
for talent acquisition technologies will rise at a CAGR of
14.6 percent. In 2021, the total global revenue for these
technologies will amount to approximately $6.8B.5
While it’s logical that organizations are investing
heavily in new technologies, it’s not always simple
to determine when a new digital solution can be
leveraged to an organization’s advantage in a
sustainable manner. Few organizations have the
resources to fully vet a new application before
adopting it—plus, at the current rate of technological
change, the solution could easily be outdated by the
time they’ve completed their research.
Consequently, many business leaders, particularly
those in support functions, find themselves at an
impasse. On one hand, failure to adopt new talent
acquisition technologies—especially during a skills

shortage—could easily put their organizations at
a disadvantage. On the other hand, choosing the
wrong technologies or taking too long to adopt
them could also cost their organizations dearly in
terms of finances, talent, and the ability to meet their
operational objectives.
This is where KellyOCG comes into play. We have
invested time and resources—and will continue to do
so—to research, test, and, together with the partners
within our talent supply chain, develop and deploy
new processes and technology to increase business
agility and create new forms of value. Our primary role
as a trusted partner is to advise our clients, suppliers,
and employees on the best available solutions to meet
their objectives.

5 http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US42578317
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OUR FIVE FOCUS AREAS
To ensure competency in this role, we’re focusing on five areas:

1. B uilding solutions to address the impact
of automation. Automation is able to handle
repetitive tasks in a wide range of occupations, and
as a result, job duties will change. We understand
which positions are likely to be affected and
how. We’re understanding how these changes
will impact companies’ workforce planning and
the lives of the workforce affected, and we are
developing programs to address the sustainability
of both.
2. T
 he co-creation with early adopters. Some of
our most forward-thinking clients are taking a
proactive approach to the technological disruption
of their talent supply chains—much like they’d
plan for disruptions of their business supply
chains. They’re partnering with us to co-create
new solutions that allow them to take advantage
of the opportunities that come with being an early
adopter. Together, we explore which technologies
will add sustainable value and determine how to
customize them into each organization’s talent
supply chain. This type of co-creation is mutually
beneficial. Thanks to our research and talent supply
chain expertise, our clients are able to choose the
right technology and implement it in a manner
that supports their objectives—while we have the
opportunity to observe the efficacy of the solutions
we create in a real-world setting.
3. T he development of use cases and partner
ecosystems to drive solutions that are focused
on efficiency and cost improvement, as well as
on innovation and value creation. This requires
a combination of subject matter expertise in
the affected business processes, and a good
understanding of the technologies that are

impacting them. That’s why we study the contexts
and factors that dictate what technologies are
being invested in, and when it makes sense to
leverage specific solutions and/or technologies.
We are continuously developing our ecosystem
of partners to include technology partners whose
solutions drive specific points of value against the
four desired talent supply chain drivers of cost,
quality, speed, and compliance.
4. C
 ollaboration with the analyst community
to determine “good practices” and highlight
trends. The analyst community has grown
significantly as a result of the executive-level
focus on the changing world of work and how
talent connects with it. We work with the analyst
community to recognize “good practice,” and
model the scenarios where they best align with
organizational goals related to business strategy
and workforce strategy.
5. T
 he study of workforce preferences to
understand how best to attract and engage
different talent communities. Shifting
demographics and new technologies are driving
change in how talent wants to engage and work.
Building on our 70 years of industry experience,
we continue to study what workers want and how
new technologies are driving new recruitment,
engagement, and work models. Talent are
quick to use new technologies as they become
available in the realms of e-commerce and social
media—and they expect the same convenience
and personalization in their communications with
employers. If you need evidence of this change,
look to the wealth of information related to the
“gig economy.”
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CHALLENGE YOURSELF
Pivotal to executing every strategy is understanding the desired outcome. Agreement on
that outcome—and recognition of whether it is necessary across the enterprise in order to
achieve a specific result for a subset of the business—is crucial to remain agile, to ensure that
solutions are fit for purpose, and to define the most effective change management approach.

Talent Supply Chain Management (TSCM) has become a critical differentiator in determining how an enterprise will
succeed. As you align your business strategy with the implications of technology, bear in mind the organization’s
talent supply chain—the collection of processes and channels they use to source and deploy the skills and
expertise required.
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When deploying new technologies within your talent supply chain, challenge
yourself and the internal team responsible for addressing these updates by
considering these concerns:

• Value for cost is a primary driver for almost every
organization. Are you still measuring year-over-year
cost savings, or have you moved forward and begun
measuring value creation? Automation will eliminate
many roles over the next 5-10 years. Will you maximize
the value created, or simply acknowledge the reduction
of “spend” in one area, while increasing spend in
another? Are you leveraging collaboration tools to
co-create with your trusted partners? How are you
measuring the agility that your business processes
deliver? Are you able to measure how demand has been
reduced? Are you measuring the value achieved in each
of the external engagements?
• I ncreasing the speed of productivity is a primary
driver. AI and cognitive learning are providing access
to business insights in many ways. Can you create a
tangible link between the advances that you are making
as a result to the productivity of your workforce? Better
yet, can you tie it to new sources of revenue for your
organizations? Are you engaging “gig workers” to
augment teams or access specialized talent for short
term expertise? What characteristics can you identify at
the functional or engagement level that are predictive
indicators of success?

• Workforce quality has a direct impact on both the
price paid and your organizational reputation. In
a workforce that is increasingly composed of digital
natives, how is your technology strategy impacting
your ability to attract and engage top talent? Are
you an early adopter of technology—and is that
aspect important to the talent that is critical to
executing your strategy? When you speak of the
“future of work,” do you address the different ways
that work will be executed, as well as the different
work structures that will bring the most out of
your teams?
• Compliance pertains to both labor laws and your
organization’s requirements. Have you created
policies that are limiting the effectiveness of your
organization? How are the policies adapting in
this new digital age? As an organization, do you
have a social obligation to support the workforce
being displaced through automation? How are
the changing rules of data privacy impacting the
effectiveness of your internal processes and your
partner relationships?
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CONCLUSION
It’s undeniable that a talent supply chain that utilizes the appropriate technologies can add significant value to an
organization. Yet the critical decisions involved in adopting these technologies are fraught with the competing
factors of timeliness, cost, and untested practices—resulting in an overwhelming uncertainty as to precisely which
technologies will yield the desired ROI. That is why throughout the digital disruption, automation, and creation
of technologically-driven ecosystems, businesses can benefit more than ever from the knowledge, insights, and
solutions of a trusted partner like KellyOCG. A partner that’s highly invested in continuously maximizing the
potential of new technologies for its clients.

Sources:
McKinsey Global Institute: A Future That Works: Automation, Employment, and Productivity
Institute for the Future: Work, Interrupted: The New Labor Economics of Platforms
https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/hr-tech-top-investors/
Digital Recruiting: Disruption by design, and not by default™
http://www.idc.com/getdocjsp?containerId=US42578317
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